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The body styles of the range are:. All-wheel drive , which was last available in the 3 Series in ,
[9] was reintroduced for the E46 on the xi, xi and xd models. Following the introduction of the
E90 3 Series sedans in late , the E46 began to be phased out. In late , design work began under
chief designer Chris Bangle and continued into Chris Bangle and Dr. Production development
of the sedan took 24 months following design freeze and was 31 months from executive board
styling approval in to its start of series production in December The E46 sedan was unveiled via
press release on 11 November and was launched on the market at the end of April with
customer deliveries. Factory specifications are listed below. The electronic components in the
E46 are more integrated than previous generations of 3 Series, including the use of a CAN bus
system. The E46 M3, first introduced in October , was available with the 3. The M3's S54 engine
has a redline of 8, rpm. As with most M engines, the S54 has 6 individual throttle bodies , in this
case electronically operated drive-by-wire throttle. The engine featured dry sump lubrication as
its racing counterpart and bigger radiators. The stiffer chassis and suspension system were a
carryover from the race version. The car was lowered further than a standard M3 and featured
additional strut braces between the firewall and strut towers as well as between the right shock
towers. The redesigned front and rear fascias and the rear wing optimised aerodynamics. The
roof, the hood, the rear wing and front and rear fascias were made from carbon-fibre in order to
reduce weight. Notable changes made to the interior included leather Recaro bucket seats,
removal of rear seats and special M3 GTR sill plates. The Alpina "B3 3. In September , the
facelift LCI versions of the sedan and Touring were released for the model year. In March , the
facelift LCI versions of the coupe and convertible models except M3 were released for the model
year. The highest selling year for the E46 chassis was , when , vehicles were sold worldwide.
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In typical BMW fashion, the 3 Series lineup is being introduced in stages. The first models to
change were the sedans, followed by the coupes, the convertible, and the wagon. This allows
BMW to maintain customer interest in their best-selling platform over the course of several
years. Sedan buyers can choose from an upgraded 2. The latter engine, which debuted in the X5
3. Bumping horsepower and torque from the former engine's and , respectively, to and in the 3.
Riding on the same platform, the 3 Series sedans, coupes and convertible receive a standard
five-speed manual transmission, a sport-tuned suspension, and ventilated front and rear disc
brakes. Two versions of the coupe are available: the Ci, with the aforementioned 2. The more
powerful coupe reaches 60 from zero in just 6. Both engines meet low-emission vehicle LEV
standards. A five-speed Steptronic automanual transmission is available for those who don't

want to shift their own gears. Another new option for is all-wheel drive. Derived from the
all-wheel-drive system found in the X5, "xi" models split 38 percent of the engine's power to the
front wheels and 62 percent to the rear. The AWD package also includes a 0. If you opt for the Ci
convertible, you'll have to lower the top manually unless you pop the extra cash for the power
top, but Ci consumers get this perk standard. All convertibles come with a glass rear window
and rollover protection. Wagon buyers will appreciate the touring models standard roof rack
and rear window wiper, but, as with the sedan, don't expect to carry full-sized adults in the
backseat for long periods of time. New for is Dynamic Brake Control, which reinforces the
driver's effort during emergency braking. Rear side airbags and xenon headlights remain
optional. With the arrival of all-wheel drive and more powerful inline six cylinders, only one 3
Series model still offers superior performance; the all-new M3. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the 3 Series. Write a review See all 20 reviews. I have had
this car for 5 years now and it has honestly been amazing, until recently. Ive also always had it
repaired at Euro auto shops. Read more. Read less. I really enjoy my BMW. The coupe is one of
the most aesthetically pleasing cars to look at and I wouldn't change a thing when it comes to
styling. The sports seats are firm and fantastically comfortable -- my back gets really sore from
bad car seats and these are good enough to drive 12 hours a day. My car has a sports
suspension which gives it superb handling but the automatic transmission makes my a little
underpowered so if you are into speed get the stick. If you are picky about one or two repairs
which can happen to any manufacture this in not a car for you. I love this car! It is very
comfortable for 2 people, the lumbar support is excellent and it's surprisingly quiet for a
convertible. Write a review. Pricey for their market segment, limited cargo capacity. If you've got
the bucks, this is unequivocally the best sedan in the entry-luxury category. Vehicle overview. A
boost in engine displacement and technology, plus an available all-wheel-drive system keeps
BMW's venerable 3 Series at the top of its game in the competitive entry-level luxury market.
Larger wheels and brakes are part of the engine upgrade. Two-stage front airbags, reduced
steering effort, a Cold Weather package and Dynamic Brake Control round out the major
changes for Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
David was a great sales manager and Ed is the man you want to see. Ed was very helpful and
very professional. I would recommend this place to anyone looking for a vehicle! The
SalesWoman Debra was a doll. Never going back. I would not recommend this dealership. We
purchased a car for our daughter and have issues with the car ever since. They knew there were
problems but did not say a word. They did not even clean the car from the previous owner. They
also do not offer onsite financing. We had to drive 40 minutes to another dealership to take care
of the financing. That should have been a red flag for us. I would not buy from this dealership.
Person who picked up call knew nothing so gave me another number to call to talk to a guy who
may know something about the car. That person was short in responses. They do not do in
house financing and available on a very limited basis. I did take away that they do not offer any
mechanical inspections at all on any vehicles, buyer beware! Reached out the very same day,
very helpful and gave me the information I needed plus more. Great company. Vehicle was sold
but he was very nice, shared some other options with me, and I would definitely shop with him
again if I saw something with his business. Dealer said they can work with the price when I
called since I was paying with cash. When I got there he was not willing to negotiate at all, there
were problems with most of the cars I was interested and he has a lot of attitude when I asked if
he would negotiate! This dealer does not run like the old school dealerships, where first came
first serve, I was going to buy their Lincoln but some one had reserved that car to look at it and I
couldn't buy that car. I have inquired about many trucks thru car guru. Every dealership i have
contacted are more than willing to help. Professionally pleasant and informative about the
subject at hand or even your options. Contact through email was good. I am out of state,
therefore I have not visited the dealership. My situation is changing, hence no purchase. Mike
and RJ were awesome. They were easy to talk to with no BS and all business to get what we
wanted at a fair price. Loved the environment and the dealership set up. Great service. Price
point was more than competitive. Very responsive even after point of sale. Laura is a great
salesperson and genuine. Great customer service. Car was not a good buy though, requiring
significant work after purchasing that we were not aware of at time of purchase. Contact them.
Sales guy Rickey was nice but the photo is not of the car they have. The battery was dead. Says
a lot. Drove a hour and a half to see this and it was not like the picture. They used a filter on the
picture to make it look good. Dealer never came out of the office. Poor customer service,
definitely disappointed my daughter who is looking for her first car. The dealer got back to me
as soon as they opened and unfortunately the car had sold over the weekend. Friendly, honest,
upfront about repairs and what the car would need. After a test drive I noted a few items that
needed attention and they were actually fixed! Went above and beyond to give me a sweet ride

for a great price. Wonderful eclectic selection of vehicles. Will visit again soon. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. Authorized BMW Dealer. Private Seller:
Hector. CarGurus Pay. My BMW d is 6 years old with , miles. Other than normal wear
maintenance and upkeep I have had absolutely no issues. I will continue to be a loyal BMW
buyer in the future. The three series is a good combination of great engineering driving
satisfaction sporty with a little bit of luxury. BMW stands up to its reputation of the ultimate driv
Read more. I drove a Dodge, and a Chevy, before driving this car not my first bimmer btw and
they are NOT problem-free vehicles ei Overall I think this is a nice model year. Why Use
CarGurus? Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors
Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Find parts and accessories , add or
update your vehicle details, and interact with other owners when you add this vehicle to Your
Garage. Summary BMW of North America, LLC BMW is recalling certain model year i sedans,
coupes, convertibles, and Sports Wagons; i sedans and coupes; i sedans, coupes, convertibles,
and Sport Wagons; xi sedans and Sports Wagons; i coupes and convertibles; i sedans, coupes,
and convertibles; xi sedans; and M3 coupes and convertibles to address a safety defect in the
passenger side frontal air bag which may produce excessive internal pressure that could cause
the air bag inflator to rupture upon deployment of the air bag. Remedy BMW will notify owners,
and dealers will replace the passenger side frontal air bag, free of charge. An interim notice will
be mailed to owners in August A second notice will be mailed when an adequate supply of parts
is available, currently anticipated to be in October This recall affects certain vehicles that may
have had a driver-side air bag module installed as replacement equipment such as after a
vehicle crash necessitating replacement of the original air bag, or as a remedy part for a prior
recall. The frontal air bag inflator may explode due to propellant degradation occurring after
long-term exposure to high absolute humidity, temperature and temperature cycling. Remedy
BMW will notify owners, and dealers will inspect and, as necessary, replace the driver's air bag
module, free of charge. The recall is expected to begin November 25, Owners may contact BMW
customer service at Note: This recall is an expansion of previous recalls, numbers 17V and 19V
These vehicles may have received a replacement driver air bag as part of a vehicle repair. Due
to a manufacturing issue, the replacement NADI inflator may absorb moisture, causing the
inflator to rupture or the air bag cushion to underinflate. Remedy BMW will mail interim notices
informing owners of the safety risk on January 17, Owners will receive a second notice when
the remedy becomes available. Dealers will inspect the driver air bag inflators and replace them,
as necessary, free of charge. These inflators may explode due to propellant degradation
occurring after long-term exposure to high absolute humidity, high temperatures, and high
temperature cycling. Remedy BMW will notify owners, and dealers will replace the passenger's
front air bag, free of charge. The recall is expected to begin March 6, Failure of the fan motor
can cause the electrical circuitry of the fan control unit to overload and fail, causing the fan to
stop operating. If this were to occur, engine overheating and subsequent engine damage could
result. In addition, it is possible for the failure of the electrical circuitry to cause a fire in the fan
control unit, which is mounted on the fan and located in the front of the engine compartment.
Remedy Dealers will replace the fan. The manufacturer has reported that owner notification was
to begin during July Owners who do not receive the free remedy within a reasonable time
should contact BMW at Summary On certain passenger vehicles, two screws that secure the

parking brake cable mounting bracket to the backing plate on one or both sides of the vehicle
were not tightened properly. As a result, the screws could loosen and eventually fall into the
parking brake drum. If this were to happen, the cable mounting bracket would no longer be fixed
to the backing plate and the parking brake could no longer be applied on that side of the
vehicle. It is also possible that a screw could lodge within the parking brake drum, impairing the
free movement of the drum. This would produce noise and could cause the parking brake on
that side to lock up while driving. Remedy Dealers will replace the parking brake cable attaching
screws and securing them with the proper torque. The manufacturer reported that owner
notification would begin during August Manufacturer's report date January 20, These vehicles
may have had a driver-side air bag module installed as replacement equipment such as after a
vehicle crash necessitating replacement of the original air bag, or as a remedy part for a prior
recall. These replacement modules contain an air bag inflator that may rupture due to propellant
degradation occurring after long-term exposure to lower absolute humidity, temperature and
temperature cycling. Remedy BMW will notify owners, and dealers will inspect the driver side air
bag module, replacing it as necessary, free of charge. The recall is expected to begin March 15,
Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. There was a problem completing your request. Please try again later. Skip to main
content. Showing i. Dealer Suggested Retail. Private Party Value. No Info. Enable Javascript to
select another vehicle. Trim: i i. Style: i Sedan Sport Wagon Sedani. Color: Alpine White. Own
This Model? Add To Your Garage. View Your Garage This model has been added to your
garage. Failed to save vehicle to Your Garage, please refresh the page and try again. See your
vehicle in Your Garage Shop parts and accessories Interact with other owners View and update
vehicle info. Close this window View Garage. The size class for cars is determined by the
interior passenger and cargo volumes. The size class for trucks is defined by the gross vehicle
weight rating GVWR , which is the weight of the vehicle and its carrying capacity. EPA estimates
for fuel efficiency measured on a mile-per-gallon basis are based on laboratory tests conducted
by manufacturers according to federal regulations. This is typically measured in liters 3. I-4 and
V-6 refer to the configuration and number of cylinders. The transmission adapts the output of
the engine to the drive wheels. Common configurations include front-wheel drive, rear-wheel
drive, four-wheel drive and all-wheel drive. The number of people the car will hold. A unit to
measure the power of engines. Error loading details for this Vehicle, please try again later. In ,
"Dodge Ram" was rebranded as "Ram". To add Ram trucks for and beyond: Select the vehicle
year. Select Ram in the Make menu. In , "Hyundai Genesis" was rebranded as "Genesis". To add
Genesis vehicles for and beyond: Select the vehicle year Select Genesis in the Make menu. In ,
Jeep offers two different versions of the Wrangler. The all-new model is known simply as the
"Wrangler". However, the "Wrangler JK", based on the previous-generation vehicle, continues
to be sold alongside it. Year: Select Year Error loading the selected Year, Make, Model. Cancel
Compare. Failed to get data, please try again. Data Unavailable. Highlight differences:. Please
try your search again later. Typical questions asked about products:. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. I have been a BMW fan
for years. I personally think that with a little experience and proper priced parts I have think they
are less expensive to drive than other cars I do and have owned. My wife drives this one
everyday. It has about , mile on it. It is very dependable. It rides nice for a short wheel base. It
has good performance. I am not happy with the M54 engine, but overall it is a nice car. There are
three main down falls for this car. The first has not been reached yet. They seem to need an
automatic transmission around , to , They wear out and need to be rebuilt anytime from 90, mile
up. You know it when it starts rattling. Its just the principle of the thing. It is not hard to rebuild,
its just a pain to have to do it or trade in the unit for a rebuilt. The third is the same on most 3
series, They develop a vacuum block in the head when changing the antifreeze to asure proper
cooling. One last thing is the radiator over flow tank they seem to crack and have to be
replaced. There is no guide line on this one except it is not an easy task for what it is. The one
on my IS3 I can change with out too much of a mess in only a few minutes. This one requires a
bunch of components to be disassembled just to expose the tank. That is my next job on this
one. All vehicles have some draw back, but these are the main issues with this car. It's not my
IS3 or my IM but we like the car a lot. My wife drives it everyday. Overall it is a nice car that you
should expect from a BMW. Second time owning an E46, I bought my wife one back in This car
was Car and Driver Best Car for a long time, so it was considered a worthy option by experts.
The car is no hot rod, but is geared to be quick from a standstill. It has a smooth German 5

speed auto that works well, but you don't want to replace it, so make sure you are not buying
one with problems. The car has several common problems, such as window regulators, air duct
boots on the throttle body cracking, tail light wiring, to name a few. You can buy most of these
replacement parts on Amazon. You cannot run this car hot or you will ruin the aluminum head.
A head repair may cost more than a used engine swap. There are BMW forums that discuss
these common problems and how to fix them. These cars are becoming inexpensive to acquire.
It would be a good option for a kid, if you are willing to monitor and resolve little problems as
they arise. It is more like a hobby than a Honda. If not, buy the Honda. Why do I mention the
option for new drivers? It is a heavy little car with super heavy rocker steel. I have seen them
cut in pieces at junk yards and it is engineered to withstand a pretty good impact from the side.
You are not getting that from the Honda. It gets good gas mileage. I believe these cars had free
oil changes until k miles, so I felt pretty good about buying a used LKQ motor with 75k miles. So
far, it runs like a champ. Like all specialty cars, you should do some research and find a good
independent shop to do your maintenance and repair work. It helps to have an idea of what the
problem is before you drop it off. Good luck. I've only owned this vehicle for a year, however it
is 16 years old and everything works. I have had the normal maintenance issues, such as
brakes, oil changes, tires. There have been other repairs just due to the age of the vehicle I
replaced windshield washer pump, front control arm assembly, passenger side power window.
All of these repairs have been very inexpensive due to the fact that so many of these vehicles
are still on the road there is a steady supply of parts. The vehicle drives beautifully. So long as
you're willing to maintain it and understand the age of the vehicle I'm glad to exchange the
minor repairs along the way for a large car payment and have the insurance. And also the car
certainly does not look 16 years old it's still a head turner. My son bought a used BMW and he
loves it. Yes it needed a lot of work done and I performed most of it myself plus what I damaged
while fixing it. I'm not a mechanic and this was my true introduction to car repairs and most
things are simple. Of course you have more difficult repairs, I passed them off to the
professionals I know a guy. It's a beautiful car and drives like a dream. If you get a used one just
be ready to do some repairs. I've owned this car for 10 years. It has had some issues of course,
power window regulators for sure, and a few other mechanical needs, but as long as there is
time to search for parts on-line, the costs of parts has been very reasonable. It now has almost ,
miles, so it's for sure showing it's age, but overall, I think it's a great car. It is very dependable,
still drives well, and as a BMW, most of the parts work very well for a car of this age and
mileage. I've thought about going back to a domestic, but I'm pretty sure I would be unhappy
with anything else after being used to a Beemer. The gas mileage is very reasonable and it will
cruise all day at highway speeds. The E46 chassis is a great one. Super reliable daily or
weekend track beast. Contrary to popular belief, E46s are cheap to own and maintain and the
engines are bulletproof. Images in this review. Bought this one in , last one was a Didn't realize
the had multiple recalls airbags, cooling system. Next one will be a 5 Series but will check
recalls for sure. Officially a shadetree bmw mechanic now only work on mine and pretty good.
Thanks YouTube and BimmerForum. See all reviews. Photos Previous page. Next page. There's
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